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Abstract
ON COMPACT ITÓ'S FORMULAS FOR
MARTINGALES OF mc
MARIA JOLIS
We prove that the class m4 of continuous martingales with parameter
set [0, 1]z , bounded in L4, is included in the class of semi-martingales
SO°(Lo(P)) defined by'Allain in [A] . As a consequence we obtain a com-
pact Itó's formula. Finally we relate this result with the compact Itó
formula obtained by Sanz in [S] for martingales of rn4l .
1 . Introduction
The purpose of this work is to find a relationship between the compact Itó's
formulas in the plane given by M. F. Allain and M. Sanz (see [A] and [SI) .
Before presenting the main result we introduce the problem of Itó's formulae
in the plane.
Recall that when we consider a 1-dimensional parameter, ifXt = Xo+Mt+Bt
is a continuous semimartingale (that is EIXo 1 < oo, Mt is a continuous square
integrable martingale and Bt is a continuous process of total variation integrable
on any finite interval) and F E C2(R) then
F(Xt) = F(Xo) + ¡t Ft (X,) dM,
+
lo
F'(X,) dB, + 1 ¡t F"(X9) d < M >, .
./o
	
J 2 0
This expression is known as the Itó formula for F(X) .
The idea of the proof consists in taking a sequence of partitions of the interval
[0, t] ; P° -- {0 = t0 < . . . < tnn < t} with 1Pnl = sup It; - t; 1 1 tending
to 0 when n -> oo (trn+i = t), and write
Pn Pn
F(Xt) - F(Xo) _ F(Xt;+,) - F(Xt1 ) _ F'(Xt^)(Xt+, - Xt; )+
t=o t=o
Pn
F"(Xt°)(Xt,n+, - Xt;
)2 + E r(Xt°+,, Xtn )
t=o
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where we have applied Taylor's formula and r(Xtn+l , Xtn ) represents the error
term . Then, it can be proved that the first two terms tend to the integrals
lt
F'(X,) dM, +
J t
F'(X,) dB,
0 0
respectively and the error term tends to 0, when IP n i 10.
In the two-parameter case the idea would be to take a sequence of partitions
of the rectangle R,t, Pn = Pl x P2 where
P1 = {0 = si < . . . < snn < s} , sin +1 = s,
P2 = {O = tl <
. . . <
t9 < t} , Sgn+1 = t .
By convenience we remove the index n putting u for a generic point (si, t7)
of the partition P and Du for the rectangle (si, si+l] x (tj, tj+1] and ú for
(si+l, tj+1). Assuming that the process vanishes on'the axes and th'at F(0) = 0,
we write
F(X,t) = Y~ (Fo X)(An)
UEP
where the increment of a function in a rectangle is defined by
~t
F"(X,) d < M >,
0
f(A.) = f(si, t7) + f(si+l,tj+1) _ f(si,t7+1) - f(si+l,t7),
and then we take in the right hand side the limit when ¡Pl -+ 0 .
Here two problems appear. The first one is to determine the class of processes
for which a Itó's formula will be valid . In the one-parameter case, from Itó's
formula, we have that the class of continuous semimartingales is closed for the
composition with functions F E C2 . In the two-parameter case, it is not clear
what definition of semimartingale should be taken ( see for instance [A], and
also [I2]) . We will follow the approach of M. F . Allain ([A]) . Most of the results
obtained up to date, are Itó's formulae for martingales, but of course we can
not expect F(M) to be a martingale .
The second problem that appears is how to apply Taylor's formula to (1) and
how to compute and identify the limits that we should obtain . This question
has led different authors to consider the problem of obtaining an Ita's formula
in a different way, that is, first fixing a parameter and aplying the ordinary
Itó's formula for the martingale that is obtained varying the other parameter .
Then they consider the integrals that appear like limits when the norm of
the partition tends to 0 of some Riemman's sums . These Riemann sums are
developed by using again the one parameter Itó formula . These formulae are
called "developed" Itó's formulae and have been proved, among others, by
Chevalier (see [Ch]) and Nualart (see [N2]) . The last one is the most general
and the result obtained is as follows .
Itó's formula . (Nualart)(see [N2]) . Le¡ f : IR -> 98 be a function of class
C4 thai vanishes at 0 and leí M be a martingale in ¡he space mé (continuous
martingales bounded in L4 null on ¡he axes). Then for any (s, t) E R+ we have
f(Mst) =f
,
f'(M=) dMz +
I a
f"(M.) dúz+
R t
	
R t
s t
1 f f"(Mxt)d < M.t >z +1 f ftt(M9y )d < M9. >, -2 0 2 0
2
f1'(Mz)d < M >z -
f"'(M,,)d < M, M>z
IR,t IR.t
4
1 fIv(Mz)d < M >z .
R, t
The processMz is defined by Mz = lim" L.uEP, M(Aú)M(0u), where Pz is
the minimal partition that contains P and z = (s, t) (in [N1] the existence of
Mz is proved as a uniform limit in L2,Mz being a continuous martingale) and
Dú and á2 are the rectangles given by
On the other hand < M >z= limZ:UEyz M(Du)2 (in [N1] it is also showed
that if M E m. this limit is in Ll(2) and that the process < M >z has
continuous paths) .
The formulas that are obtained directly by applying (in a suitable way)
Taylor's formula in (1) are called "compact" Itó's formulae . The idea is to
apply Taylor's formula in the following way (see [A] where this problem is
considered with m-dimensional parameter and also [Il]) .
If u = (ul , u2) and v = (v1 , v2) we denote by u 0 v the point (u l , v2 ) . Then
f(M)(A.) = [f(Mú) - f(M-)] - [f(Mu®ú) - f(Mu)] - [f(Mú®u) - f(Mu)]
and so we can write
f(M.) = 1: f(M)(D.)
UEP~
E {[f(Mú) - f(M«)] - [f(Mu®ti) - f(Mu)] - [f(Mú®u) - f(MU)]} _
UEP .
11 ~ f(r)(MU){(Mü - Mu)
r
- (Mu®v - Mu)r - (Mti®u - Mu)r}-f-r .1<r<4 UEP,
R(f,u)
UEP~
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Du - (Se, S%+1] X
(0~
~ t7], Au -
(0,
s%] x (tj, t7+1]
1,10
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where R(f, u) are the error terms of Taylor's formula and we have to consider
Set Aú(M) = (Mú - Mu)r - (Mu®ú - Mu)r - (Mia®u - MU)r =
[M(Du) + M(A1 ) + M(Aú)] r -M(Au)r - M(Au)r .
The processes obtained as M(r) = P - lime E .EP, Dr(M) are called r-
variations of the process M.
M. Sanz shows in [S] the existence and continuity, for martingales of m4, of
the r-variations, and also shows that for r > 5 they are equal to 0 . Furthermore
for X continuous and adapted she shows the existence and continuity of the
processes defined by
Xu dM,r) = P - lim E X.A,.(M).
R r TIlo UEP.
Finally she proves the following formula .
Itó's formula 1 . (Sanz) IfM E m~, f E C4 (R), f(0) = 0 then
f(M.) _ r! f z f(r)(Mu) dM(r) .R
In order to see that the remainder terms in (2) tend to 0, Sanz shows that
the terms of the right hand side of this last expression coincide with the terms
of the Nualart's formula.This can be proved by using an algebraic identity and
the Lr-integrator property of the 2-variation proved in [I2] .
On the other hand M. F . Allain considers (2) when ¡Pl 10 as the integral of
the processes f(')(M) with respect to some stochastic measures (we will define
precisely in the following section the term stochastic measure and, the notions
that are used in the Itó formula of Allain) . She proves the following formula .
Itó's formula 2 . (Allain) IfM E S°°(Lo(P)) is such ¡ha¡ there ezists m E
N \ {0} such that bk > m + 1 p(k) - 0. Then
F(M)«z,z' ]) =
1: 1~ f f(r)(M.)dh(r)
i-i r. (Z,, ,1
J
Here M(k) are some stochastic measures obtained from the processes Mr with
1 <_ r < k that we will define later .
Allain gives also several examples of semimartingales that belong to the class
S'(Lo(P» : The representable semimartingales defined by Wong and Zakai
(see [WZ]), the processes with paths of class C2 and the product of two inde-
pendent one-parameter martingales .
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Later, Imkeller in [I1] proved the Allain formula for M E má s (space of
continuous strong martingales bounded in L$(S2)) .
Notice that formally formulae 1 and 2 are the same. Our contribution consists
in analyzing the relation between these two formulae . We carry out our study
in two steps :
I . Prove that m4c C Sw(Lo(P)) .This is the main part of this work .
II . Show the total equivalente between the two Itó's formulas when M E
m4C .
We have structured this paper as . follows . In Section 2 we give the basic
notations, the definitions and properties involved in Allain's formula . The
proof of I appears in Section 3, and in Section 4 we give the proof of II . We give
also an Appendix in which we quote some results on inequalities for martingales
that we will use .
2. Basic Notations and Allain's Formula
Let (S2, .F, P) be a complete probability space . The set of parameters that we
consider is either T = (0,1] 2 or T = [0,1] 2 , with the partial order (s, t) _< (s', t')
ifandonlyifs<_s'andt<_t' . By(S,t)<(s',t')wemean s<s'andt<t' .
Given z1, z2 E T, z1 < z2, (z1, z2] denotes the rectangle {z E T, z1 < z <_ z2}
(in a similar way we define [z1, z2),[z1, z2], (z1, z2)) . Denote (0, z] by Rz . If f iS
a map from T to IR, the increment of f on a rectangle (z1, z2 ], z1 = (s1, t 1 ), z2 =
(S2, t2) is f((z1,z2]) = f(z1) - f(s1,t2) - f(s2,t1) + f(z2) .
Let (.7z)zET be an increasing family of sub o-fields of F . For any (s, t) E T
define,Flt = V,F, and .Fst = V.F,, t . Assume that the usual conditions (FI) to
(F4) of [CW] are satisfied .
A process M = {Mz, z E T} is a martingale ifMz is a real valued, integrable
and .Fz-adapted random variable, and for any z <_ z' E(Mz'1Fz) = Mz . M iS
a strong martingale ifM vanishes on the axes and E{M((z, z'])I.Fz V .Fz2 } = 0,
for each z < z' .
For p > 1, mP will denote the class of all continuous martingales, vanishing
on the axes, such that E(IM,,1r) < oo for all z E T, and mP s the subspace of
strong martingales which are in mP.
A subset of T x 2 is called a predictable rectangle if it can be written as
(z, z'] x F, with F E .Fz . The set of all predictable rectangles will be denoted
by 1Z, and the field generated by R will be R' . The a-field P, generated by R
is called the predictable a-faeld.
A process h = (hz),ET is a predictable process if the map
TxQ-~R
(z,w) -j h(z,w)
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is P-measurable (we consider in R the Borel a-field B) . xb(P) will be the space
of all bounded predictable processes, and £ the subspace of líb(P,) of the simple
predictable processes, i .e .
ailA;XF; where r EN*, al E R, and
A; x Fi' É 7Z . J,, 'wilI be' the set of all adapted contiñuous processes on T. If
X E J, we can define the process X* as : Xz = supzi_z IX,, I which also belongs
to J, (and; in particular, (X*)zET is predictable) .
Consider the spaces of functions L.(P) = Lp(S2; .F,P), 0 <_ p < oo, with
their usual topologies .
All constante will be written C, although they may vary froni one expression
to another one .
Definition 2.1 . A Lp(P)-stochastic measure p is an additive map defined
on R', taking values in Lp (P) and satisfying :
(2 .1 .a) p(A x F) = 1F p(A x F), VA x F E R.
(2.11) p(R') is a bounded subset of Lp(P) .
(2 .1 .c) lim,n 1lp(Rn)1Ip = 0 for any .decreasing sequence of elements belonging to
R such that f1Rn = ~.
n
From this definition it follows that a stochastic méasure p has a unique u-
additive extension on P; for the usual topology of Lp(P). (See [MP]) .
Remark. It is easy to see that (2.1 .a) is equivalent to
¡¿(A x F) = 1F p(A x Q),VA x F E IZ .
We can associate to every process M = (Mz).-ET a map satisfying (2 .1 .a)
putting pm(Á x F) = 1 FM(A), VA x F E 1Z .
This map can be extended to , an additive map on £ (and, consequently, on
Rr):
If h = E l a=lA, .F,, then pm(h) _ Eí=, ailFiM(A=) .
Furthermore if Mz E L.(P) for any z E T, then pM(£) C Lp (P), but notice
that pM may not verify (2 .11) and (2.1 .c) .
Definition 2 .2 . Let M be a process . If pm is a Lp(P)-stochastic measure
we will say that the process M defines a Lp (P)-stochastic measure .
We can define the stochastic integral with respect to a Lp(P)-stochastic :nea-
sure p for a clase of processes that we will call £'(M,Lp(P)) D Wb(P) . See
[MP] and [B] . An important class of processes of £1(p,Lo(P)) is given by the
following proposition .
Proposition 2.3 . If p is a Lo(P)-stochastic measure, then any predictable
process h such that supzC.T Ih(z)I is .F-measurable and finite P-a.s . belongs to
L1(p, Lo (P».
LP(P) .
2.6 Notations .
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This extension of the integral with respect to a Lp(P)-stochatic measure
satisfies the Dominated Convergence Theorem in the following sense :
Theorem 2.4 . Let (hn)n be a sequence of elemenis of £I(M, Lp(P» such
that converges simply to h, and dominated by an element of GI(/u,Lp(P», it
follows ¡ha¡ h E £1(,e, Lp (P» and the sequence (h(hn»n converges to p(h) in
We point out that Bichteler defines a stochastic measure as an application
defined in R' taking values in Lp (P) such that it has a unique v-additive
extension on P for the usual topology in Lp(P) (see [B]) . He also calls Lp(P)-
integrator a processM for which the integral defined for the simple predictable
processes can be extended linearly and also with continuity to a vectorial space
that contains the bounded predictable processes and such that this extension
satisfies the dominated convegence theorem . We will follow the definition given
in 2.1 .
Now we define the spaces of "semimartingales" related with the Itó's formula
of [A] .
From now on we shall denote by pk
Mk (instead pMk ) .
Definition 2.5 . A process M
(m E N*) if:
(2.5.1) Vk = 1,.,m the process
noted by Mk .
(2 .5 .2) Vk = 1, . . . , m the process (M*) ,n - k
the additive map defined by the process
E J, is a Lp(P)-semimartingale of order m
Mk defines a Lp(P)-stochastic measure de-
is juk-integrable .
(2.6.1) S-(Lp (P)) is the set of elements of J, that are Lp(P)-semimartingales
of order m.
(2.6 .2) S~°(Lp (P)) = f1Sm(Lp(P)),
If X E £'(p, Lp(P)) we will also write fez =,1 X dM instead of f~
M (1 (Z z~1X) .
For one-parameter processes the Dellacherie-Mokobodzki Theorem gives the
equivalence between semimartingales and processes that define Lo stochastic
measures . Furthermore the measures that appear in the Itó's formula for semi-
martingales X can be expressed in terms of the measures associated to the
processes Xr, r = 1, 2.
In the two-parameter case, if we can establish an Itó's formula for certain
stochastic measures M(r) , these could be also expressed in terms of the stochastic
measures associated to the powers of the semimartingale . More precisely, if M
is such that we have an Itó's formula
/P°M)(h) = 1
1P(r)(f(r1(M)h),
`dh E xb(P),
r=1
putting f(x) = x, x2 , x3 , . . . , x°` we can see that the measures M(r) can be
determined in terms of Mk :
k = 1,
	
h1(h) = h(1)(h),
k = 2, Iu2(h) = 2M(1)(Mh) +
í,(2)(h) and so
11 (2) (h) = -21c1(Mh)
+M2
(h),
k = 3, p3(h) = 3u
(1)
(M
2
h) + 3u(2)(Mh) +
L(3) (h) and so
for any predictable set D.
In particular
h(3)(h) = 3í¿1(M2 h) - 3fc2(Mh) + 1,3(h) .
By induction we can prove that we should obtain
k k
l~(k)(h) = 1: rr=1
Pfom(D) =
(-1)k-rhr(Mk-r
h) .
Allain has defined the spaces of semimartingales in such a way that the mea-
sures u(r) are well defined . In fact we have the following Definition-Theorem :
Definition 2.7 . If M E S'(Lp(P)) , there exist some Lp(P)-stochastic
measures, called it( k), k = 1, . . . , m, defined by
(k) (h) = 1:(-1)k-r (r) pr(hMk-r), h E Hb(P).
r=1
Definition 2 .8. If M E S `(LP(P)), for k = 1, . . . , m we define the process
M(k) in the following way:
M(k) = N( k)(Rz x Sf) if z E (0,1] x (0,1]
M(k) = 0 on the axes .
The processes M(k) define the measures h(k) , k = 1, . . . , m .
We can now state the Allain's formula more precisely.
Itó's formula 2 . IfM E S'(Lo(P» is such that there is m E N* for which
t/k >_ m + 1, M(k) - 0. Then, for any f E C*", f oM is also in S°°(Lo(P» and
the stochastic measure associated to f o M satisfies
M(r) (1Df (r) o M)
r=1
r
1
0(z,z i~ f o M = Í f f(r)(Mu)dM(ur) .
r=1 r . (z+z~~
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The proof is based on the fact that the conclusion of the Theorem is clear
when we take f(x) = xk, and then by linearity is also right when f is a poly-
nomial .
Then, the Theorem can be proved assuming that M is bounded, by using
that, in this case, f o M and its derivatives up to order m can be uniformly
aproximated by P,,(M) . Finally the general case is studied by using several
previous lemmas .
In order to prove II we will proceed as follows : for M E m4 we consider the
additive map associated to the process M(k) : p(k) defined as p(k) (1F1(=,=~1) _
1Ftlk>((z,z']), Vz < z', VF E F=. We will prove that p(k) is an Lo(P)-
stochastic measure which coincides with p(k), moreover, for all process X E J,
f
(r)
(1RsX) = .XdM(r) = 1 Xdftlr>
IR~ R~
where the integral on the left hand side is the integral with respect to a stochas-
tic measure in the sense of Métivier-Pellaumail, [MP], and the other one is the
integral defined by Sanz in (2) .
As a consequence we will obtain that Vk >_ 5 , p(k) - 0 and therefore the
total equivalence of the two Itó's formulas, when M E m4.
3 . Proof of I
In order to prove that m4c C S~°(Lo(P)) we have to verify (2.5.1) and (2.5 .2)
for all m E N* .
Once we have proved (2.5.1), (2.5 .2) is obvious due to the continuity of M
and by Proposition 2.3.
3.1 : Now we prove that any pk satisfies (2 .1 .c), Le . limilp k(Rjijo = 0 for
n
any decreasing sequence (Rn)nEN of elements of 7Z such that f1Rn = 01 . This
fact is equivalent to show that the sequence of random variables (pk(Rn))n
converges to 0 in probability.
Take Rn = (zn , zn] x Fn with Fn E Fz  and Rn ~. 0 . Therefore tik(Rn) _
1F.M
k
((zn, zn]) . Fix e > 0, and consider the set Da = {W : SUPZET IMzI < a} .
Since M is continuous there exists a such that P(D.) < e, and so
P{1 1F.Mk((zn,zri])1 > ~\} < e+P{I 1F.(Ma ) k «zn>zn])I > \}
where Ma (z) = (M(z) A a) V (-a) . By Chebyshev's inequality
P {I1F..(Ma )k ((zn,zn])I > \} < .\-IE11 \-'E11.(Ma)k«zn,zn])I
A-I(P(Fn))1~2(E((Ma)k((zn, zn]))2)112
and this expression tends to zero when n,
	
oo ;since (P x v)(Rn) 10 (v js the
Lebesgue mensure in T) .
The condition (2.11) is given by the following proposition:
Proposition 3.2 . If M E m' aleen for any k E IV,' p k(7Z') is a bounded
subset of Lo (P) .
Before giving the proof of this proposition we need some preliminar notations
and results .
Notations . Any A E R' can be expressed as A = Uh1 {(zh, zh] x Fh}
di si oi nt
where Fh E F-, . Without any loss of generality we can assume that A =
U {(z i), zi+l,j+1] x Fin} with Fii E .FZy and {zi7}iEIJEJ ls a finite partition(=,i)E-
of T (I = {0,1, . . .,p}, J = {0,1, . . . , q}) and a C I x J . Putting Fi7 = 0 when
(i,J) q a we can write
A = U {(zi,i,zi+l,j+1] x Fi .i}(ij)EIX J
and so M'(A) =
j:ij 1F;iMk ((zi7, zi+1,.i+l]) . Let u = zi7 = (si, tj ) be a point
of the finite partition of T, we define u, Au,Dú and Aú as in the Introduction .
Then we can prove the following lemma .
Lemma 3 .3 . (a) For all On = (u, v,] and for any 2 E IN1 we can express
Me(Du) as M
2
(~u) _
~ e 1 (iP)M'-jáú(M) where=
AU(M) = (Mú -Mu )' - (MU0u -Mu )~ - (Mu®a - Mv
As a consequence of (a) we obtain
(b) Ak(M) = Ek=1 (k)(-1)k-rMu-,MT (Au) .
Proof. Part (a) follows directly from Newton's binomial .
P
Mv = (,)M£-j(M".-Mu)7 .
By using this relation with v = u ® ic, ú ® u, ú we obtain
M'(ou) = Mú +Múel - Mú®ll -` Mu0u Mu-10u (M).
E 1F«XuAú(M) =
u
u
u
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Part (b) follows from (a) by using the following binomial inversion formula
IfW<n (or WEN)wehave
bk =
e
af = E . M'-jbi(1)
then Vk < n (or Vk E N) it holds that
(k)
(-1)k-rmk-ra
r "
u
r .r=1
Proof of Proposition 3.2 : We must prove: that for any sequence (An)n , An E
9Z' and (an)n, an E R with limn an = 0 we have that P - limn anPlk(An) = 0,
i .e . for all e > 0 limn P{jan ~c k(An )l > e} = 0 . Obviously this last property is
equivalent to the following one : For every sequence (K n )n of real numbers tend-
ing to +oo, lima P{ittk (An )j > Kn } = 0 . Let Sn be the partition associated
with An .
So, we want to prove that limn P{1E.Esn 1F.Mk(Au)1 > Kn} = 0 , and
by Lemma 3.3 it is enough to show that for all X E Jr and for all ~ E IV
lim n P{1 E.ES" 1FXu¿I'u(M)j > Kn } = 0 . In the sequel we omit u E Sn .
Since
1 F.Xu[(M(Du) + M(Dú) + M(Dú»f - M(Dú)f - M(Aú)fj
e f-rn Q 2 - m_
1: 1: ()
l ¡ ¡ /
m/r 1FuXuM(Au)mM(Au),Ml~u)Q
-m-r-
u m=0 r=0
1 FuXuM(áu)f - 1: 1FuXuM(~áu)f,
in order to prove the proposition it will be sufficient to show the following
assertion :
limP{I 1 F,.XuM(Du)mM(Aú)rM(Aú)f
-
m-r l > Kn} = 0n
where £ E N; m = 0, r = 0, 1, . . . , 2-m, and when m = 0, r(2-m-r)
0 .
Fix e > 0 . Set Da = {w : SupzET I XI(W)I < a, Súp-rET I MzMI <_ a} .
Since X and M are continuous, there exists a > 0 such that P(D') < e . Set
Xa = (X A a) V (-a), in the same way we define Ma .
We consider all the possible cases : 1) m, r,£-m-r > 0; 2) r = 0, m(~-m)
0;3)ni=0,r(2-r)qÉ 0and4)r=£-m=0 .
1) m,r,2-m-r > 0.
P{I1: 1F..XuM(Du)-M(Du)rM(Du)C-m-r l > K.} C P(Dc)+
u
P{iE 1FXúMa(Au) `-1M°(Au)
r-1Ma(Qu)e-m-r-1
M(Au
	
(Du)M(Du)I >
u
Kn} < e + Kn lE(sup IXaaMa (AU)
m_ 1 Ma (Qu)r-1Ma(Du)e-m-r-1
- u
IM(Du)M(A11 )M(Aú)I) ~ e + CKñ1E(E IM(Du)M(Au)M(Aú)I) .
In order to prove that this expression tends to zero it suffices to establish that
E(Eu IM(D U )M(Du)M(Du)I) is bounded by a consta which does not de-
pend on the partition that we have considered .
E(1: IM(°u)M(Au)M(A 2u)I)
u
E[(j:M(Au)2 )1/z(EM(Ov)2M(Dú)2)1/z
1
<
u u
{E(E M(Du)
2
)E(E M(Dú)2M( U)2 )}1/2 .
By Burkholder's inequality the first factor of the later product is bounded
by CEMi1 . Now we study the second one :
E(L M(Du)2M(Aú)2)
E(Dsup M(Aú)
2EM(Au))) :5
u j a i
E(sup M( 0llu)
2 supM(Au)2 ) <
4
{E(E supM(Au)2)2E(E supM(A2 )2)2
}1/2 .
t 3
i
'
Clearly it is enough to prove that the first expectation is bounded .
Consider the increasing, continuous and F1t-adapted process defined by
At =
y:i supr<t(M(S;+1, r) -
M(S,, r))2 . We have that
E(j:i supe M(A1)2)2 < E(A2). Find the potential associated to At,
Zt = E(A1 - At/F1t) =
E(1:(s
P(M(s4+1,T) - M(S%,,r))2
s -
- sup(M(S2+1,,r) -
M(S,,
T))2y_Flt) <
r<t
E(Esup(M(s%+1, T ) - M(Ss,T))2Iflt) <
r>t
4 -
C~E((M9, + ,, 1 - Ms;~1) 2 1FJt) =:
Mi,
where in the last inequality we have applied the Doob's inequality for condi-
tioned expectations . Since mt is a .P1, t -martingale, by Garsia - Neveu's inequal-
ity
By Burkholder's inequality applied to the discrete parameter martingale
{M.¡,,,¡ = 1,. . p.} the last expression is bounded by CE(Mil ) . Hence we
have concluded case 1 .
2) r = 0, m(2 - m) :~ 0 .
We distinguish two new cases ; m > 2 and m = 1 .
2.a) m > 2.
u
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E(A2) < C E(mi) = CE(+t,l - M9;,1)2)2 .
P{i 1FuXuM(Au)n`M(Dú)e-ml > K,,} <
P(De) + p{i 1: 1 F.X aMa(Au)m-2Ma (A2 )e--M(Du) 2 1 > K,,}
u
e+CKn1E(EM(áu)2) < e+CKñ1E(M121) .
u
2.b) m = 1 .
The relation 2 - m :~ 0 implies 2 > 2, and then
p{i 1: 1F.XuM(Du)M(A 2 )e-1 1 > Kn} <
u
P(De) + p{I
1:
1F Xvaa M a (Au)e-2M(DU)M(AZu)j > Kn} <
e + K-2E(E 1FuXaMa(A2)e-2M(Du)M(Dú))2 .
u
By Burkholder's inequality applied to the F, ,l-martingale
1:ho ~j 1F;,Xa,M(Oz;,)M(D2,,)Ma(A2,,)1-2, the last expression can be boun-
ded by :
e+CK 2E[DElFXúm a (Oú)e-2M(~u)M(Ov)) 2 1 C
j
e+CK,
2
E[E(~ 1F. (Xu) 2M a(A2)21-4 M(~u) 2 ) . (~M(A2) 2 )j C
i 7 7
E + CK 2E(sup(1: M(A2)2) . (1: M(Au) 2 )) <
2
7 u
e+CK 2{E(~SupM(A 2 )2)'E(~M(Du ) 2 ) 2 } r / 2 .
Zj n
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At the end of case 1 we have seen that E(j:j supi M(Ov)2)2 <_ CE(Mil ) and,
by Burkholder's inequality applied to the h = 1, . . .,p,,; k = 1, . . . , qn}-
martingale E~=i E;o` M(DU),
E(ri j M(0  )2 ) 2. < C EMi1 , then (3) is bounded by e + CKñ2EMi1 .
3) m = 0, r(£ - r) =.0 .
3 .a)r>2,2-r>2.
p{I 1FXuM(Du)rM(Au)
Q-r
( > K,,} <
p(Dá)+p{1 1: 1F X,a Ma(w)' -ZMa(Qu)p-r-Z M(áu)2M(D2)Z I > Kn} ~
u
e+Kñ1 F%(~11FuXaMa (A1)r-2
Ma(Aú)e_r-Z
IM(
A
u)Z M(Du)2 ) <-
u
e + CKñ-1E(1: M(011 )2 M(Dú)2 ),
u
and the last expectation has been studied in case 1 .
3.b)£-r=1, r=1 .
3.c)2-r=1,r>2 .
p{I 1 FuXuM(Au)M(Du)I > Kn} <
u
p(Dc) + p{IE1FuXaM(Au)M(Aú)I > Kn} <
u
e -F CKñZE(E 1FuXuM(Du)M(Aú))2
u
By applying Burkholder's inequality to the {F,, , t, h = 1, . . . ,pn ; k = 1, . . . , qn}-
martingale E~=o ~ o 1F X°M(Au)M(Dú), the last term is bounded by
e +CK-2E(j:u M(Du)2M(°ú)2) and it is similar as 3.a .
p{i 1: 1Fu XUM(Au)rM(Du)I > Kn} <
u
p(Dc) + p{IE
1 FuXaMa (Qu)r-2
M(Aú)2M(~u)I > Kn} <-
u
e+Kñ
1
E(~ I
1FuXuMa(Du)r-Z
M(Du)ZM(Aú)I)
e+CKñ1E(E(E1F(Xu)ZMa(Du)Zr-4M(Dú)4M(Dú)2)1/2)
:5
i j
e + CKñ1 E(1:(E M(Du)4M(Dú)2)1/ 2).
i j
4) r=£-m=0.
4.a) m = 1.
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Where we have applied Davis inequality to the {.pl , tk , k = 1, . . . , qj-martingale
k-1
1FuXuMa (Au)
r-2 M(Dú)zM(Du).
j=o
Next, we will study the last expectation .
E(E(rM(w)4M(02u)2)1/2) C(EEsupIM(011 )I~M(A2 )2M(A11 )2 )1/2) ~
i 7 i 7
E[(E SUP M(A1)2)1/2(1: M(A2)2M(A11)2)1/2]
ji u
{E[E supM(011 )2]E[1: M(02 )2M(A1a)2]Í1/2.
Observe that M(0,16)2 = (Ms;+,,tj -Ms;,ts )2 and applying Doob's inequality
to the .pl ,t, -martingale M9;+j,tt -M9;,t, we have that
E[1:sup M(0,1,) 2] < CE(~(M9;+1,1 - Ms;,l)z) < CEMil .i ) i
The term E[Eu M(°ú)2M(0,1~)2] has been considered in case 1 .
By Burkholder's inequality for discrete two-parameter martingales
E(E 1FuXúM(Du))2 < CE(EM(Du)2) < CEMil .
u
E+ Kñ
1
E(i: 1Fu
IxúMQ(ou)--2
1M(~áu)2)
u
e+CKñ1 E(Y:M(~á  )2 ) < e+CKñ1EMi1 .
u
This ends the proof of the proposition .
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4. Proof of II
Lemma 4.1 . Let ju be a Lo(P) stochastic measure and
r
h = ail(=c,=j
i=r
where al is a F= ; -measurable and a a.s . finite random variable, i = 1, . . . , r .
(In particular sup--ET Ih(z)I is ,'F-measurable and a a.s . finite random variable,
and so h E L'(p,Lo(P)). Then the stochastic integral of h with respect to p
can be obtained by
r
Proof. By linearity of the integral with respect to stochastic measures we
can assume that h = al(=,='1 where a is .F=-measurable .
Then a will be the pointwise limit of simple functions of the form a(n) _
~~-1 03 lF where Fñ E .Fx and {Fñ, Jn} form a partition of 2 .
Hence Vu E T we have that h,, = limn-,o E ~Jn~=1 fnlFñl (u)
we can prove that
Jn Jn /
p 1: fln1 Fn1(= ,z ,] - Nnptl(z,z']xF.)
j=1 j=1
tends in probability to ap(1(=,=,]xst), from theorem 2 .4 plus the uniqueness of
the limit we will have that p(h) = ap(1(=,=,]xst) .
Consider E > 0, then
Jn
P{1 EflnjM(l(z,z']xF;,) -ap(l(=,='1xít)I > E} _
j=1
Jn
P11 L(fln' > E}
j=1
Jn
P{ sup Ip(l(=,z1-F*L On - aI'Fnj) > E} .
FEF. j=1
a.s . . So if
And since SUPFEY, Ip(1(z,z']xF)I = SUPFEY~ ~p(l(z,z']x12)lFl = Ip\l(x,z']xsZ)~
the last term is measurable and its probability is less or equal than
Jn
P{Ip(l(=,x'] .9)j > K}+P{11: ¡fnlFnj - al,.j1 > Íi}
dK > 0 .
j=1
Fixed b > 0, since p(1(z,z']xo) E Lo (P), and in particular is a .s . finite, there
exists K such that the first term of this last expression can be considered less
that b/2 . For this value of K, there exists no such that b'n >_ no the second
term can be also considered less than b/2 . This fact proves the lemma .
Remark. The same result also holds if p is a Lp(P)-stochastic measure and
if the a ; E L< ,.(P) and are F,-measurables . The proof is similar since if a is a
F;,-measurable random variable and belongs to L,, ., then it is a uniform limit
of simple functions, except perhaps in a null set .
Proposition 4.2 . Let M E m' . Consider the additive map associated to
the process M(k) defcned on £ :
Then
p(k) (1Fx(z,z']) = 1FM(k) ((z, z1l) = 1FP -
	
lim Okk(M).
ISnI1o «ESnn[z,z')
(a) p(k) is a Lo(P)-stochastic measure and coincides with 11( k) .
(b) For all X E Jc the stochastic integral in the [MPJ sense, wíth respect to
the stochastic measure p(k) can be computed as
Proof. (a) Since M E m' C S~°(Lo(P)), it suffices to see that
or equivalently
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XdM(k) = I XdM(k) dk E NI .
R~ R,
p(k)(1(z,z']1F) = P'(k)(1(z,z']1F) `dz < z'
i~(k)(1(z,z'] E Dk(M).(M).xF) - 1FP- hmo kISn Il uESnn[z,z,)
Observe that (a) is a consequence of (b), because
VF E Fz,
íl(k)(1(z,z']X) = P - lim XOk(M),n
uESnn[z,z')
123
if we take X = 19 . (We use that /c(k)(1(z,z']XF) = 1F~1( k)(1(z for all
F E .Fz ).
Note that in order to prove (b) we must show that if M E m' (and then
M E S°`(Lo(P)),Vm E I®I)
(`1) ~(k) (1R~X) = P - hm ~ XuAk(M),
uESn
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where Sn is a sequence of partitions of T such that IS- I 10 .
Lemma 4.9 in [A] proves the same result for M E S~°(LP(P)) for all p > 0,
and X equal to f(M) and f continuous and bounded . In our case p = 0 and
X is any process belonging to J, but the proof is essentially the same.
Next, we prove (4) . Let (S'),, be a sequence of partitions of T such that
IS'I 10. By definition
Consider the sequence of predictable processes
which tends simply to 1RzXMk-r by the continuity of X and M. Moreover
Xr(n ) are bounded by sup=ET[(IMkIV 1)IXI] E Lo (P», then, by Theorem
2.4 we have that pr(1R.XM k-r) = P - limas ,,r(X(n)) .
By continuity of X and M the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied and
And so
k
tt(k)(1R=X) = E(-1)k-r(r)~tr(1R.XMk-r).
r=1
Xrn)(v, W ) _ 1R~(v)(XuMu-r)(W)1(u,~l(v)
uES"
_ ( X.Mú-rl(u,úi)1R=
UES.n
ilr (Xrn) ) _ X.Mu-rpr(112x(u,v.]) .
UES.
k
P(k)(1R=X)=P-I11n[~(r)( 1)k-r(
X
.Mu_r~r(111x(u,ul)]
r=1 UES.n
k
= P - llm( r E (r) (-1)k-,X.Mu-rMr(A.)) .UESZ r=1
By Lemma 3.3 ~r=1 (r)(-1)k-rM,k-rMr(Du) = Ak(M), then the last limit
is equal to P - limas EuESr XuDu(M) .
Corollary 4.3 . IfM E m4, for all k > 5 p (k) - 0 .
Proof.- It is an immediate consequence of the above proposition and Propo-
sition 1.5 of [S] .
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Then, for M E m', by the results of Section 2 and Theorem 4.7 of [A], the
Itó's formula 2 is verified for m = 4, Le .
( .f o M) «z, z']) =
~:
1 f f(r) (M.)dMúr)
r--I r! (z,z~!
and all the summands coincide with the terms of the Itó's formula 1 .
Remark . As a consequence of the fact that M(k) and M(k) define the same
stochastic measure if M E m', we have that the k-variations of a martingale
that belongs to m' are Lo(P)-integrators in the sense of Bichteler. In 12]
Imkeller has studied the properties of Lp(P)-integrators that satisfy the k-
variations of the martingales, and has proved a better result : ifM is a square
integrable martingale then its 2 and 3-variations are Lp(P)-integrators for some
p>o.
Appendix . Martingale inequalities
In this appendix we state the versions of the martingale inequalities that
have been used in this work . For example, in the Burkholder's inequalities,
we do not consider the general case in which appears the norms in the Orlicz
space L' , with ~¿ a Young's function (see [DM] for the definition of a Young's
function, and for the general version of the inequalities in the one-parameter
case) .
We first state the one-parameter inequalities .
If {Xt , t E T} is a process, with T an arbitrary parameter set, we define
X* = suptET IXt l .
Maximal inequality. Let {Xt , t E R+} be a positive submartángale . Then,
for all p > 1 we have that
* 1 1
IIX IILp(9) :5
4tEp
IIXtlILp(9), where
p
-I- q = 1 .
If X is a local martingale we denote [X, X] the unique process such that
(1) X2 - [X, X] is a local martingale,
(2 ) A[X,X] = (0X)2,
where (OX)t =Xt - Xt- .
In the case in which X is a square integrable martingale [X, X] is the
quadratic variation of X.
Inequalities of Burholder-Davis . If {X t ,t E R+} is a local martingale,
thenforall1<p<oo
4p
IIX*IILD(Q) -< II[X,X]01OJILp(9) s 6PIIX*IILP(P) .
When p E (1, oo) ¡hese inequalities are called Burkholder inequalities .
	
The
Davis inequality concems the case p = 1 .
If {At, t E R+} is a predictable increasing process, we define the potential
associated with A as the positive submartingale Z t = E[A"/Ft] - At (where
we have taken a right continuous with left-limits version of the martingale
E[Aoo1Ft]) .
Inequality of Garsia-Neveu . Le¡ {At,t E ff8+ } be a predictable increasing
process such that the potential associated with A, Z, is bounded by a right
continuous, with lefí limits martingale Mt = E[M.IFt] . Then forp > 1
n m
Sn >m(M) = (~Éd2i,j
i=1 j=1
S(M) =
IIA.II Lp(2) :5 PlIM.IILp(9) .
We now consider the two-parameter martingale inequalities .
Maximal inequality. (Cairoli) (see [C]) Let {M-,, .FZ,z E
rabie martingale . Then
IIM*1ILp(9) <_ q2 SUP IIM=IILp(9)
-EO:+
For the Burkholder's inequalities, we first consider the case of discrete pa-
rameter set .
If M = {M.,m, Fn,m, (n, m) E N2 } is a discrete martingale which vanishes
on the axes, we define
dn,m = M(n, m) - M(n - 1, m) - M(n,m - 1) -{- M(n - 1, m - 1),
1/2
di2,j
Theorem, Vp > 1 there existe constante CP, Cp (only dependent on p) such
that
(1) CPEIS(M)IP < supn, ,n EIMn,,nIP < C'P EIS(M)IP, see
For p = 1, we have that
[M] .
be a sepa-
(2) sup,n E[SUPn IMn,MI] <_ CE[S(M)], see [L], and
(3) If M is a strong martingale, there exist constans C1 and Ci such that
ClE[S(M)] < E[supn,m IMn,mI] < CÍE[S(M)], see [Br] for the first
inequality, and [FI] for ¡he second one.
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It is possible, under conditions of continuity and LP-majoration of the mar-
tingale, to pass to the limit the inequalities of the last theorem . If a martingale
M is bounded in LP, p > 2, then it is closed and we can consider the terminal
variable M,,,,. (if we have the martingale on R.,, M,,,,,coincides with M,).
Theorem . (see [N3]) . Let {M,, z E R+} be a martingale belonging to
p > 2 . Then there exist CP, CP ' > 0 such that
(1) CPE[< M>P.,]:5 E[sup- IMZIP] < C'P E(<M>0~),(2) CE[IM.,.I ] _< E[< M >!00] .
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